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Antigenically evolving pathogens such as influenza viruses are difficult to control owing to their
ability to evade host immunity by producing immune escape variants. Experimental studies
have repeatedly demonstrated that viral immune escape variants emerge more often from
immunized hosts than from naive hosts. This empirical relationship between host immune
status and within-host immune escape is not fully understood theoretically, nor has its
impact on antigenic evolution at the population level been evaluated. Here, we show that
this relationship can be understood as a trade-off between the probability that a new antigenic
variant is produced and the level of viraemia it reaches within a host. Scaling up this intra-host
level trade-off to a simple population level model, we obtain a distribution for variant
persistence times that is consistent with influenza A/H3N2 antigenic variant data. At the
within-host level, our results show that target cell limitation, or a functional equivalent,
provides a parsimonious explanation for how host immune status drives the generation of
immune escape mutants. At the population level, our analysis also offers an alternative
explanation for the observed tempo of antigenic evolution, namely that the production rate
of immune escape variants is driven by the accumulation of herd immunity. Overall, our results
suggest that disease control strategies should be further assessed by considering the impact that
increased immunity—through vaccination—has on the production of new antigenic variants.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many important infectious diseases of humans as well
as non-human animals are caused by pathogens exhibit-
ing antigenic variation. Some, such as malaria and
dengue, consist of antigenically distinct, co-circulating
strains that persist in a population over time.
In others, antigenic variants appear de novo, resulting
in the turnover of viral lineages or the accumulation
of viral diversity. This de novo production of antigenic
variants is observed especially in acute, semi-immunizing
infectious pathogens such as influenza viruses, corona-
viruses, norovirus and foot-and-mouth disease virus
(FMDV). Understanding these patterns of viral anti-
genic variation has been a major topic of theoretical
interest, and has led to a well-established understanding
of the role of host immunity at the population level in
selecting for antigenic strains [1–4]. However, the role
of host immune status, defined as a host’s prior immu-
nity to an infecting strain, acquired through either
orrespondence (szl@math.duke.edu).
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vaccination or natural infection, in generating antigenic
variants at the within-host level is still not well under-
stood, despite experimental evidence clearly indicating
that it is an important factor [5–10].

Support for the importance of host immune status
in driving within-host antigenic change comes from
multiple passage experiments. In one experiment,
influenza strains Puerto Rico 8 (PR8) and 965 were
passaged through chick embryos in either the absence
or presence of partially immunizing antisera
(figure 1a) [5]. The strain passaged in the presence of
antisera evolved to be antigenically distinct from the
original strain, whereas the strain passaged in the
absence of antisera did not. In a similar series of
experiments, PR8 was passaged through either non-
vaccinated or homologously vaccinated mice [6–8].
The conclusions were consistent with the earlier find-
ings in chick embryos: strains passaged serially
through vaccinated mice demonstrated immune
escape, whereas no such escape was detected in serial
passages through naive mice (figure 1b). A recent
study revisiting these experiments reported similar
results (figure 1c(i)) [10]. Similar observations have
This journal is q 2012 The Royal Society
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Figure 1. Evidence for the relationship between immune status and immune escape. (a) Influenza strains PR8 and 965 were
passaged through chick embryos in the presence and absence of partially neutralizing antisera. Titres are shown for
haemagglutination inhibition (HI) assays between wild-type antisera and the strain passaged in the presence of antisera
(black), the strain passaged in the absence of antisera (light grey) and the wild-type strain (dark grey). Data are from [5].
(b) Similar experiment to (a) but with PR8 passaged instead through either homologously vaccinated or non-vaccinated
mice. HI titres were consistent across antisera generated from mouse, hamster and ferret. Wild-type antisera were challenged
with the strain passaged through vaccinated mice (black), the strain passaged through non-vaccinated mice (light grey) and
the wild-type strain (dark grey). Data are from [6]. c(i) None of the three passages of PR8 through non-vaccinated mice
resulted in antigenic change, whereas three out of three passages through vaccinated mice resulted in the emergence of new
antigenic variants [10]. c(ii) No passages of FMDV through cells in the absence of antibodies led to antigenically significant
amino acid changes, whereas all passages through cells in the presence of antibodies led to antigenically significant amino acid
substitutions [9].
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also been made in FMDV [9]: passages through
mammalian BHK-21 cells in the presence of antibodies
led to antigenically significant amino acid substitutions,
whereas passages through cells in the absence of
antibodies did not (figure 1c(ii)).

These experiments indicate that host immune status
prior to challenge plays a role in the production of
immune escape variants, and that this may be a general
phenomenon across antigenically variable viruses.
However, the specific physiological and immunological
processes underlying this relationship are still not well
understood. A major theoretical contribution towards
its understanding was developed by Grenfell et al.
[11], wherein the authors hypothesized a hump-shaped
curve relating the strength of host immunity to the
rate of immune escape. The increasing portion of this
curve is consistent with data from the passage exper-
iments reviewed earlier. The decreasing portion is not
directly observed possibly because hosts with strong
immunity may be asymptomatic and because the occur-
rence of immune escape in a strongly immune host
would be rare and unlikely to be captured in an exper-
imental setting. The authors used a population genetics
model to demonstrate that the hump-shaped curve is
the result of two opposing effects of host immunity.
At higher levels of host immunity, selection pressure
for immune escape increases, thus increasing the fix-
ation rate of escape mutations. However, at higher
levels of host immunity, viral abundance also decreases,
lowering the overall number of mutants that arise.

Here, using an alternative approach in which intra-
host dynamics are explicitly modelled, we derive a
similar nonlinear curve relating immune status and
host immune escape. Not only does this result support
the general hypothesis of Grenfell and colleagues, but
it additionally provides a mechanistic understanding
J. R. Soc. Interface (2012)
of how immune status impacts immune escape. Such a
mechanistic description of intra-host immune escape
allows us to make specific predictions which can be
tested in experimental settings. When we scale up this
relationship between immune status and within-host
immune escape to the population level, we find
temporal patterns of antigenic evolution that are
qualitatively consistent with that observed for influenza
A antigenic variants in humans but which arise from a
mechanism different from that hypothesized in previous
studies [4,12–14].

2. THE EFFECT OF IMMUNE STATUS ON
THE PRODUCTION OF IMMUNE
ESCAPE VARIANTS

We use a model of intra-host viral dynamics that cap-
tures key physiological and immunological processes
to, first, understand the possible mechanisms through
which host immune status affects immune escape,
and, second, derive a general relationship between
host immune status and the production of escape var-
iants. Our model builds on existing intra-host models
for influenza and similar acutely infecting diseases
[15–24] by including within-host viral antigenic evol-
ution and cross-immunity between variants.

We assume an infection is seeded by a single anti-
genic viral strain and is initially driven by the
interaction of target cells and free viral particles of
the infecting—henceforth also referred to as the
resident—strain. These initial dynamics are given by

_C ¼ �bCVr ð2:1Þ

and

_V r ¼ gCVr � drVr � mVr ð2:2Þ
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with initial conditions

Vrð0Þ ¼ V0 and Cð0Þ ¼ C0;

where C is the target cell population and Vr is the viral
load of the resident strain. b is the rate constant for
depletion of target cells by viral particles, g is the
growth rate of viral particles and m is the per virion
mutation rate for antigenically novel variants. While
we will refer to C as the target cell population for
most of this paper, it can be interpreted more generally,
a point we will return to in the discussion.

Host immune status is captured indirectly through
the parameter dr, the neutralization rate of resident
viral particles. For hosts naive to the resident strain,
dr reflects only the effects of innate immunity and a
background rate of viral clearance. For hosts with
some level of immunity to the resident strain, either
through vaccination or a previous infection with a
cross-protective strain, dr includes the additional effect
of the adaptive immune response on viral neutraliz-
ation. When dr . gC0, the viral population decreases
exponentially upon infection and we take these values
of dr to correspond to strong host immune status
towards the resident strain.

To reflect the stochastic nature of the mutation pro-
cess, we simulate this model stochastically using a
midpoint tau-leap algorithm [25]. We model only
mutations that affect antigenic properties of the virus.
These antigenic mutants, which arise at rate m per
virion, compete with the resident and other mutant
strains for target cells. We incorporate a mutant
strain, denoted by Vm1, by adding a depletion term to
C and by including a new equation for the dynamics
of the new strain. For example, after the first mutation

_C ¼ �bCVr � bCVm1 ; ð2:3Þ

Vr ¼ gCVr � drVr � mVr; ð2:4Þ

Vm1 ¼ gCVm1 � dm1Vm1 � mVm1 ð2:5Þ

and Vm1ðt�Þ ¼ 1 and Vm1ðtÞ ¼ 0 for all t , t�;

where t* is the time the mutation occurs and dm1 is the
neutralization rate of virions of type m1. We assume,
unless otherwise stated, that antigenic mutants comple-
tely escape prior immunity so that the rate, dm, for all
mutants reflects the innate immune response and a
background rate of viral clearance. This assumption
will be weakened later. The dynamics continue in this
way, with the potential emergence of Vm2, Vm3 and so
on, until the infection has been cleared.

We remark that host immune status to a particular
strain is modelled by a constant clearance rate, for
example, dr, dm1, etc. The assumption that host immu-
nity is constant for the duration of infection is based on
observations that antibodies produced in response to
naive infections are usually not detected until viraemia
load has peaked and are therefore unlikely to impact
intra-host dynamics [16,26,27]. We also assume, in
line with other models, that target cell replenishment
is negligible for the duration of infection [16,18,19,22].

Parametrized to capture influenza A viral load
dynamics observed in volunteer studies (figure 2a)
J. R. Soc. Interface (2012)
[19,28,29], this intra-host model yields dynamics that
differ qualitatively between naive and immune hosts
(figure 2b,c) in a manner consistent with the results
from passage experiments. These dynamics suggest
that immune escape is not often observed in naive
hosts because, in the absence of an adaptive immune
response, the resident infection rapidly depletes target
cells, leaving mutant strains insufficient resources to
grow (figure 2b). Only the mutants that arise early in
the infection have sufficient target cells for growth,
but even these must compete with the more established
resident strain for resources, thereby limiting their viral
load. Instead, immune escape may occur more fre-
quently in immune or partially immune hosts because
the resident viral population is cleared rapidly, leaving
ample target cells to support an infection by a mutant
variant, should one arise (figure 2c).

In contrast, these dynamics are not observed in a
model with a dynamically changing adaptive immune
response but without target cell limitation:

_Br ¼ aVr

_V r ¼ ðb� dÞVr � eBrVr � mVr

ð2:6Þ

and

_Bmi ¼ aVmi

_Vmi ¼ ðb� dÞVmi � eBmiVmi � mVmi ;
ð2:7Þ

where Br is the B cell population corresponding to the
resident variant and Bmi is the B cell population for
mutant variant i. b is the replication rate of the virus,
d is the background rate of viral clearance and e is the
viral clearance rate due to B cells. These equations
assume that each B cell population grows linearly
with its corresponding viral population. Immune
status is reflected in the initial population of B cells
corresponding to the resident variant with Br(0) ¼ 0
in naive hosts. We assume no cross-immunity:
Bmið0Þ ¼ 0 in all hosts for all mutants, although this
assumption can be relaxed without changing the
conclusions described in the next paragraph.

This model, like the model given by equations (2.3)–
(2.5), can also capture the viral load dynamics of
a single strain infection and does so with fewer
assumptions about specific intra-host mechanisms
(figure 2d,e). We may therefore expect it to be sufficient
for modelling immune escape dynamics. However,
because there is no mechanism in this model that pre-
vents mutant viral loads from reaching high levels,
immune escape will occur more frequently in naive
hosts than in immune hosts. This holds even in the pres-
ence of cross-immunity because any cross-protection
that suppresses mutant growth in naive hosts will also
suppress mutants in hosts with prior immunity. This
suggests that to be consistent with empirical obser-
vations of immune escape, a minimal intra-host model
requires a mechanism other than a dynamic antibody
response. Given that a target cell population is neces-
sary for viral replication and has frequently been
incorporated in previous intra-host models [15–24]
and given that its inclusion in the model described
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Figure 2. Intra-host data and simulated intra-host dynamics. (a) Viral load dynamics in naive infected humans from volunteer
experiments. Viral titre units are TCID50 ml21 reproduced from [19,28,29]. For (b–e) solid blue line is resident viral load, enlarged
in inset for (c,e), and dashed lines are mutant viral loads. (b,c) Stochastic simulations of the intra-host model with target cell
limitation given by equations (2.3)–(2.5). Black solid line denotes the target cell population. dr ¼ 3 per day for the naive case
and dr ¼ 9 per day for the immune case. The mutant strain is assumed to be a complete escape variant: dm ¼ 3 per day. C0 ¼

4 � 108 target cells (same as in [19], in the range given in [16]), clearance rate in a naive host is 3 per day (same as in [19,21],
same order of magnitude as in [16,18]). Parameter values b and g (see appendix A) were chosen to qualitatively match data
in (a). (d,e) Simulations for a model where there is no target cell limitation, but antibody response plays a dynamic role
(equations (2.6) and (2.7)): initial B cell population is 2 � 108 for immune hosts. d is 3 per day. Parameters a, b, e chosen to
qualitatively match data in (a). In all simulations, initial resident viral load is 105 virions (intermediate between [16,21]), m ¼
1026 per day and mutant strains have initial population of 1. Simulations were implemented using the midpoint tau-leap
algorithm [25]. In (d) only the first three mutations are shown.
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by equations (2.3)–(2.5) leads to intra-host escape
dynamics consistent with passage experiments, it
seems the most natural and parsimonious choice for
this additional mechanism (but see §4).

Having established that a model that includes target
cell limitation is minimal and consistent with empirical
data, we use equations (2.1) and (2.2) to generalize the
results from figure 2b,c and derive an explicit expression
J. R. Soc. Interface (2012)
relating immune escape to host immune status. Central
to our derivation is the calculation of the cumulative
viral load—that is, the area under the viral load curve,
which we call the ‘final size’ of a strain (appendix A).
In figure 3a, we plot this for two initial target cell popu-
lations over a range of values for host immune status
levels to the resident strain, dr. We use this final size
calculation to approximate the probability that a
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Figure 3. The relationship between immune status and immune escape and factors contributing to this relationship. (a) The final
size of resident infection as a function of immune response, with two values of initial target cell populations c0 ¼ 4 � 108 and 3 �
108. Inset shows plot on a log scale. (b) The probability that a mutant, which avoids stochastic extinction, occurs. Simulation
results (dashed lines) are plotted along with the analytical values corresponding to them (solid lines). When comparing our
analytical expression with simulations, there is no rigorous way to differentiate between a stochastic extinction and a mutant
that avoids stochastic extinction but grows to a small final size. Thus, we count all mutants in the simulation that did not
die out in the first day as avoiding extinction and plot the probability of these mutations, derived analytically (see the electronic
supplementary material), as a comparison (darker solid lines). (c) Final size of a mutant. Inset shows left-most section of plot on
a log scale. Vertical bars show one standard deviation away from simulation mean. (d) Product of first two curves, with simu-
lation mean mutation final size. For (b–d), escape is assumed to be complete (no cross-protection) and colours correspond to
mutation rates: m ¼ 1026 (blue), m ¼ 1027 (green) and m ¼ 1028 per day (orange). (e) Same quantity as in (d) but with incom-
plete escape as reflected in increasing values of dm, the host immune status towards the mutant. For (b–e), dashed lines are
simulation results based on 1000 runs of a midpoint tau-leap algorithm [25] and solid lines are analytical formulae.
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mutation, which survives stochastic extinction, occurs
(figure 3b) and the expected final size of a mutant
strain (figure 3c).

Defining immune escape to be the occurrence of an
antigenic mutant followed by the growth of the
mutant to a sufficient final size, figure 3b illustrates
how the former is related to host immune status and
figure 3c, the latter. Thus, the product of the two
curves yields the overall relationship between immune
status and the generation of immune escape variants
(figure 3d). This relationship exhibits a trade-off
between the probability of generating a mutant variant
and the cumulative viral load that it can reach. Hosts
with weak prior immunity (low dr) against the resident
infection are more likely to generate a mutant variant
due to higher viral abundance, but have fewer target
J. R. Soc. Interface (2012)
cells available for this new variant to increase to trans-
missible levels. On the other hand, hosts with strong
prior immunity (high dr) restrict viral abundance and
thus the chance of generating a mutant variant, even
though sufficient target cells are available for a mutant
strain to reach levels that would allow for transmission.
Hosts with an intermediate level of prior immunity are
more likely than hosts with strong prior immunity
to generate a mutant variant and also more likely
than hosts with weak prior immunity to have the
target cells available for a new variant to increase to
transmissible levels. These hosts are therefore the
main producers of antigenically novel variants.

This overall pattern is robust to decreased levels of
immune escape as seen by increasing host immune
status towards the mutant strain, dm (figure 3e).
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In other words, as long as there is some level of escape
associated with mutations (dm , dr), intermediately
immune hosts will generate mutations more frequently
than both naive and strongly immune hosts.
3. THE EFFECT OF IMMUNE STATUS ON
POPULATION LEVEL PATTERNS OF
ANTIGENIC EVOLUTION

Most theoretical studies of immune escape to date do
not differentiate between hosts with respect to their
ability to produce escape variants based on their
immune status. In standard epidemiological models,
mutations are assumed to arise from infected hosts at
equal rates, regardless of immune status [2–4,14]. Con-
sistent with the population genetics model of Grenfell
et al. [11], our analysis indicates that new antigenic var-
iants instead arise preferentially from infected
individuals with an intermediate level of immunity to
the circulating strain.

This raises the interesting question of whether con-
sidering host populations that are heterogeneous in
their production of immune escape variants would
yield predictions about the evolutionary processes of a
pathogen that are different from existing population-
level models. Here, we incorporate our within-host
results qualitatively into a simple population level
model to investigate this question, specifically with
regard to the temporal patterns of antigenic evolution.
We assume that there is one antigenic variant in the
J. R. Soc. Interface (2012)
population to which all hosts are initially naive and cal-
culate the time until an escape variant emerges to
replace the initial variant in the host population.
We take this antigenic variant to be a family of geneti-
cally different strains that are antigenically very similar.
We assume, in line with passage experiments, that hosts
can be reinfected with the same antigenic variant, and
that each infection increases the immune status of the
host. As illustrated schematically in figure 4a, hosts
evolve independently of one another: each susceptible
host becomes infected at a constant force of infection
rate l, and each infected host recovers to be susceptible
at a constant recovery rate n. A priori, immune escape is
possible for every infected host. However, to incorporate
the hump-shaped relationship between immune status
and immune escape (figure 3d), we assume that the
rate of immune escape is zero in hosts that are infected
for the first time and in hosts that have been
infected more than twice (figure 4b).

With this model, we calculate the distribution of
antigenic emergence times for a single individual and
for the population (appendix B). Both distributions
are shown in figure 4c, where the persistence time of a
variant is equivalent to the time until emergence of a
new escape variant. We note the distributions are not
exponential, which implies that the rate of antigenic
emergence is time inhomogeneous. New variants are
unlikely to emerge early as most of the population is
naive. Over time, as more hosts become intermediately
immune (recovered from the first infection), the
probability that a new antigenic variant arises will
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increase. However, once the majority of the population
becomes strongly immune (recovered from the second
infection), this probability decreases. This distribution
of variant persistent times is consistent with influenza
A/H3N2 antigenic variant data (figure 4d) [30].
4. DISCUSSION

Numerous passage experiments have demonstrated that
host prior immunity affects the probability that intra-
host antigenic immune escape occurs (figure 1). Here
we use an intra-host model to investigate the mechan-
isms underlying this phenomenon and to derive a
general relationship between the prior immunity of a
host to a pathogen and the probability of immune
escape. We then consider the consequences of incorpor-
ating such a relationship in the temporal patterns of
antigenic evolution through a population level model.
Although both models are simplifications, they are
useful because they are mathematically tractable,
provide insight into the key mechanisms involved in
observed phenomena and generate specific predictions
that could be evaluated with further research.

4.1. Limitations of the intra-host model

We have suggested here that target cell limitation is a
natural and parsimonious choice for the mechanism
through which immune pressure acts to produce
escape variants. However, it is still unclear whether
infections die out owing to the exhaustion of susceptible
cells in the manner described in equations (2.1) and
(2.2) [23]. It is likely, though, that viral access to suscep-
tible cells can be limited, for example, because
interferons trigger antiviral responses in target cells
neighbouring the infection [23,31,32], or because the
infection is spatially constrained [18]. While these pro-
cesses are biologically distinct from target cell
depletion, they are functionally similar with respect to
their role in intra-host dynamics and immune escape.
Specifically, they limit the size of the total viral popu-
lation, regardless of the number of antigenic variants
present in the infection. In this regard, even though
the variable C encodes the population of target cells,
it may be interpreted more broadly as a functionally
equivalent mechanism without changing the main con-
clusions of figure 3.

Another simplification we have made is to combine
the effects of a multitude of adaptive immune system
processes into the parameter dr, which controls the
clearance rate of the resident strain. This phenomeno-
logical treatment succinctly captures the essential
contribution that prior immunity makes to intra-host
dynamics: increased clearance, and thus lower final
size, of the resident infection. It is this essential charac-
teristic that leads to the curves derived in figure 3.
To the extent that more biologically accurate models
also capture this characteristic, they should confirm
the conclusions from the model presented here.

Simple by design, our intra-host model gives a clear
conceptual description of the intra-host processes that
lead to immune escape. If one were interested in a more
detailed characterization or in investigating a specific
J. R. Soc. Interface (2012)
mechanism of within-host dynamics, it is straightforward
to add these explicitly to the model. Such models can pro-
vide quantitatively more precise predictions of intra-host
dynamics, though we expect the main findings from our
analysis to also hold in these cases.
4.2. Predictions for intra-host escape dynamics

Our analysis demonstrates that the nonlinear relation-
ship between immune status and immune escape
arises from the confluence of two processes: target cell
limitation, or a functional equivalent, and a differential
antibody response dependent on host immune status
(figure 3d). The successful emergence of an escape var-
iant depends not only on the likelihood of a mutation
occurring, which is negatively related to the immune
status of the host, but also on the availability of
resources for the escape variant, which is positively
related to the immune status of the host. While this
general idea has been demonstrated by Grenfell et al.
[11] and supported by Volkov et al. [24], our dynamical
systems approach provides a mechanistic understanding
of this phenomenon and specific testable predictions
that can further our understanding of intra-host
immune escape. We also remark that the model of
Volkov et al. may not be directly comparable to ours,
as their parameter for immune response represents the
strength of antibody binding rather than the level of
prior immunity to an infection.

As a specific example, consider the timing of mutation
events, which is expected to be important in our model.
Owing to the limited population of target cells available
for virions to infect, a mutation that arises early will have
access to more target cells and thus have a greater chance
of escape (figure 3a) than a mutation that arises later.
This effect is greatest in intermediately immune hosts.
To test the importance of timing, one could challenge a
host with a mutant strain t hours after challenge with
a wild-type strain. For intermediately immune hosts,
we expect a lower t to lead to a greater chance
of immune escape, owing to the selective advantage of
the mutant and the increased availability of target
cells. For naive hosts, the probability of escape is not
expected to increase with lower t, except in the case
where t is very small. This is because a mutant strain
has no selective advantage in a naive host; unless it is
introduced shortly after the initial challenge with the
wild-type strain, it is unlikely to outcompete the equally
fit and more established wild-type population. For fully
immune hosts, we expect escape to occur regardless of
t because the availability of target cells decreases only
slightly over the time course of infection with the
wild-type.

Other predictions of our model include low within-
host antigenic diversity and the binary nature of immune
escape. That is, given a population of partially
immune infected hosts, we predict that one group will
have little or no mutant viral load, while the other
group will produce a mutant variant with a high viral
load sufficient for transmission. This is alternative to
a scenario where the mutant viral loads in an infected
population are distributed, for example, as a normal
distribution. Evaluating these predictions requires
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experiments where the antigenic composition of viral
load is compared between hosts with varying levels of
immune status. Past passage experiments provide
some data, but these have concerned only naive or
homologously vaccinated hosts [5–10]. Experiments
where naive, intermediately immune and strongly
immune hosts are challenged with a wild-type strain,
and where the antigenic composition of their viral
load is compared, for example, three days post infection,
could be used to test our predictions concerning intra-
host antigenic diversity and the binary nature of
intra-host immune escape.
4.3. Limitations of the population level model

Our work extends previous treatments of the relation-
ship between immune status and immune response by
scaling up within-host level results to the population
level. Although our assumption that a host may be rein-
fected with the same antigenic variant is in line with the
methods used in passage experiments, in natural set-
tings, it is more likely that hosts are infected with an
antigenically similar strain to which they have partial
immunity. We expect that the inferred temporal pat-
terns of antigenic evolution under this latter
scenario will be qualitatively similar to the results we
present here. However, a proper theoretical investi-
gation will require a multi-strain model, possibly
incorporating epidemic dynamics. This is a mathemat-
ically and computationally more intensive task, which
is beyond the goals of this work, but which certainly
should be the subject of future studies.
4.4. Implications for vaccination policy

As a first step, the simple population-level model used
here already provides an alternative explanation for
the temporal pattern of antigenic emergence observed
in influenza A/H3N2. The prevailing explanation for
the non-exponential distribution of variant persistence
times is that multiple mutations have to accumulate
across several epitopes for significant antigenic change
to occur [4,12–14]. Here, we reproduce the observed
temporal patterns of antigenic emergence solely from
the dynamics of immunity accumulation in the host
population. These two explanations, while not mutually
exclusive, make different predictions. In particular, if
herd immunity accumulation is the main driver of anti-
genic evolution, vaccination policies could affect the
rate at which antigenic variants originate. If vacci-
nation leads to strong immunity, then the rate at
which antigenic variants emerge would decrease signifi-
cantly, as there would be fewer infected individuals, and
vaccinated individuals would not be sources of new
antigenic variants. However, if vaccination only par-
tially immunizes individuals, as is often the case for
influenza, and provided the force of infection is con-
stant, the rate at which new antigenic variants emerge
would increase. This idea that vaccination could
change the rate of antigenic evolution of influenza is
also implied by a study by Hensley et al. [10], where,
under a different hypothesis for the origination of anti-
genic escape mutants, they suggest that increasing the
J. R. Soc. Interface (2012)
paediatric vaccination rate might decrease the rate at
which new antigenic variants emerge. Their study and
ours indicate that the impact vaccination may have
on the antigenic evolution of influenza should be a
major consideration in disease control.

In summary, the work presented here demonstrates
that the inclusion of host immune status can qualitat-
ively and quantitatively change the dynamics of viral
antigenic evolution in theoretical disease models at
both intra-host and inter-host levels. It also highlights
the need for further studies to understand how host
immunity affects the within-host generation of immune
escape variants and how, at the population level, this
aggregate herd immunity impacts the origination of
new antigenic strains. At the intra-host level, exper-
iments that collect data on the antigenic properties of
viral load for multiple levels of immune status could
test the immunological and physiological processes
that lead to immune escape hypothesized here. At the
population level, data on vaccination policies and the
antigenic evolution of pathogens such as influenza
could be analysed and closely monitored for patterns
and correlations. The insights gained from these studies
may lead to a better understanding of the evolution of
antigenically varying pathogens as well as strategies
to more effectively control them.
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the RAPIDD program of the Science and Technology
Directorate, Department of Homeland Security and the
Fogarty International Center, National Institutes of Health.
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APPENDIX A

We first calculate the final size of a resident infection.
Consider a single strain infection without mutation.
Its dynamics are given by

_C ¼ �bCV ðA 1Þ

and

_V ¼ gCV � dV ðA 2Þ

with initial conditions

_V ð0Þ ¼ V0 Cð0Þ ¼ C0:

(We have dropped the subscript r for clarity.) The
equilibrium value of V in this system is V ¼ 0, all
viral particles die out, independent of initial conditions.
The equilibrium value of C, C1, depends on the initial
conditions and the host’s immune status, d. Different
antibody responses, reflected in the value of d, lead to
different numbers of target cells remaining. In parti-
cular, for an immune individual, we take d . g C0,
which corresponds to an initially decreasing viral popu-
lation. Thus, many more target cells will remain for
this value of d than for lower values of d. Because
target cell replenishment occurs on a longer time
scale, we are assuming in our calculations that C reaches
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its equilibrium value in the earlier-mentioned system
before replenishment begins.

From equation (A 1), we have

_C
C
¼ �bV :

The left-hand side of the equation is a perfect deriva-
tive, so let A: ¼

Ð
0
1V(t)dt be the area under the viral

load curve (i.e. the final size of infection) and integrate
both sides from 0 to 1 to get

A ¼ 1
b

log
C0

C1

� �
or C1 ¼ C0e�bA;

where C1 ¼ limt!1CðtÞ. Next, we use equation (A 2):

_V ¼ gCV � dV

¼ � g

b

dC
dt
þ d

b

d
dt

log C ;

where we have used equation (A 1) to substitute for V.
Again, we integrate from 0 to 1 and use the fact that
V(t)! 0 as t!1:

� V0 ¼ �
g

b
ðC1 � C0Þ þ

d

b
½logðC1Þ � logðC0Þ� ðA 3Þ

and

0 ¼ g

b
C0 �

g

b
C0e�bA � dAþ V0: ðA 4Þ

The last line follows from the fact that
A ¼ �ð1=bÞ log C1=C0. To solve this for A, let

j ¼ �b

d

g

b
C0 � dAþ V0

� �
¼ � g

d
C0 þ bA� b

d
V0:

Plugging into equation (A 4) and after some algebra,
we get

j ¼W0 �
g

d
C0e�ðb=dÞV0�ðg=dÞC0

� �
;

where W0(x) is the upper branch of the Lambert
W, or Product Log, function. It satisfies
z ¼W0ðzÞeW0ðzÞ with the restriction W0(z) . 21.
Plugging this back into our definition for j and
solving for A, we get

A ¼ 1
b

W0 �
g

d
C0e�ðb=dÞV0�ðg=dÞC0

� �
þ b

d
V0 þ

g

d
C0

� �
:

It will be useful later to treat A as a function of initial
infection dose, initial target cell population and host
immune status. Hence, we write A ¼ A(v0, c0, d), where
the lower case v0 and c0 represent the initial viral load
and target cell population as variables. In figure 3a,
we plot A, the final size, for two initial target cell
populations, over a range of host immune status, d.
The other parameter values are: V0 ¼ 105 virions,
C0 ¼ 4 � 108 cells, b ¼ 102, g ¼ 2 � 1028. A sharp
drop (figure 3a inset) in the final size of a viral infection
occurs at the host immunity level for which the
resident viral load dynamics shift from initially growing
(figure 2b) to decaying (figure 2c).
J. R. Soc. Interface (2012)
Assuming mutations do not significantly interfere
with the dynamics of the resident strain, the number
of mutations expected to occur during the course of
the resident strain infection is given by mAðV0;C0; drÞ,
where dr is the immune status of the host towards
the resident infection. We adjust this to include only
mutations that do not die out stochastically by a
Poisson thinning [33]. The rate for such mutations,
which we call Rðdr; dmÞ (we have dropped the extra
index on dm1 for clarity), is given by

Rðdr; dmÞ ¼ m

ð1

0
V ðtÞP½mutation with dm

at t survives jdr�dt:

The initial dynamics of a mutant at t* can be
approximated by a birth–death process with birth
rate gC(t*) and death rate dm, where the dynamics of
C(t) are given by equation (2.1). Here, as with most
pathogens, the mutation rate is orders of magnitude
less than the birth and death rates; so we ignore
mutation events in this calculation. Our birth–death
chain approximation of the initial dynamics of a
mutant population implies P½mutation with
dm at t survives jdr� is 0 if dm . gCðt�Þ (death rate .

birth rate) and is 1� dm=gCðt�Þ if dm , gCðt�Þ (birth
rate , death rate).

Since C(t) is decreasing in time, if dm , gC1, then
dm , gCðtÞ for all t and

Rðdr; dmÞ � m

ð1

0
V ðtÞ 1� dm

gCðtÞ

� �
dt:

To evaluate this integral, we again use equation (A 1)
and substitute in V ¼ _C=ð�bCÞ

Rðdr; dmÞ � m

ð1

0

CðtÞ
�bCðtÞ 1� dm

gCðtÞ

� �
dt

¼ m

b

dm

g

ð1

0

CðtÞ
CðtÞ2

dt �
ð1

0

CðtÞ
CðtÞdt

( )

¼ m

b
log

C0

C1

� dm

g

1
C1

� 1
C0

� �� 	

for dm , gC1. The last line follows from the fact that
the integrands are perfect derivatives in t. C0 and C1

correspond to the target cell population dynamics
given by equations (A 1) and (A 2). C1 will depend
on the host’s immune status to the resident strain;
reflected in the value of dr:

C1 ¼ C0e�bAðV0;C0;drÞ;

so

Rðdr; dmÞ � m AðV0;C0; drÞ �
dm

bgC0
ðebAðV0;C0;drÞ � 1Þ

� 	
:

If dm . gC1, then we need to integrate only up to
the time t when dm ¼ gCt (because all mutations that
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occur after that will stochastically die out):

Rðdr; dmÞ ¼
ðt

0
m

CðtÞ
�bCðtÞ 1� dm

gCðtÞ

� �
dt

¼ m

b
� dm

g

1
CðtÞ �

1
C0

� �
� log

CðtÞ
C0

� 	

¼ m

b
log

gC0

dm
þ dm

gC0
� 1

� 	
:

Thus, mutations that do not stochastically die out
occur at a Poisson rate

Rðdr; dmÞ ¼

m AðV0;C0; drÞ�
dm

bgC0
ðebAðV0;C0;drÞ�1Þ

� �
if gC0e�bAðV0;C0;drÞ . dm

mb log
gC0

dm
þ dm

gC0
� 1

� �
if gC0e�bAðV0;C0;drÞ � dm;

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

which is well defined because A is monotonically
decreasing in dr. The probability that at least one
such mutation occurs is thus 1� e�Rðdr;dmÞ and is
shown in figure 3b.

The expected final size of a mutant infection can be
calculated if we assume that the final size formula for
the resident strain also applies approximately to the
mutant strain, but with initial viral load v0 ¼ 1 and
c0 ¼ C(t), where t is the time of the mutation

E½Fm� ¼
ð1

0
Að1;CðtÞ; dmÞP½Mt jM �dt; ðA 5Þ

where Fm is the final size of a mutant, Mt is the event that
a mutation occurs at time t and M is the event that a
mutation ever occurs. However, this is a difficult integral
to evaluate because we do not have a closed form
expression for C(t). Instead,

E½Fm� � Að1;C1; dmÞ; ðA 6Þ

where we have essentially assumed that C(t) is constant
at C1 ¼ C0e�bAðV0;C0;drÞ, gives qualitatively the same
result ( justification below) with much less computation.

As illustrated in figure 3c, this is a reasonable
assumption that preserves the qualitative relationship
between immune status and a mutant strain’s final
size. At high values of dr, the resident infection is
rapidly cleared, and C1 is thus close to C0. At inter-
mediate values of dr, C1 will not be as close to
C0; however, the relative error from our approximation
is still minor and does not change the overall
relationship.

At low dr values, corresponding to naive or nearly
naive hosts, C(t) can take values over a wide range.
However, in this range of dr, any mutant strain faces
strong competition from the established resident
strain. Our assumption that a mutant strain has
access to all available target cells is thus too generous.
The effective number of target cells available to the
mutant strain is much lower than the target cells
available at the time of mutation and C1 is a reasonable
approximation.
J. R. Soc. Interface (2012)
We note that, in simulations, when a host’s immune
status is low, a positive correlation exists between
mutation rate and final size (figure 3c inset). This is
because with a higher mutation rate, the first mutation
is expected to occur earlier during the resident infection.
At low immune levels, where target cells are depleted
rapidly, a mutation that occurs early reaches a higher
viral load than the one that occurs later.

To obtain the overall relationship between immune
status and immune escape (figure 3d), we multiply
the probability of a mutation by the expected final
size of a mutation.
APPENDIX B

The states and transition rates of our Markov chain
model are illustrated in figure 4a and denoted in the
figure legend. Let t be the first time a new antigenic
variant is produced at the individual level. Let fTx

denote the density function of Tx, an exponential
random variable with rate parameter x. That is,
fTx ðtÞ ¼ xe�xt . Then

ft ¼
r

rþ n
fTlþTnþTlþTnþr ; ðB 1Þ

where r is the same as r2 in figure 4. Tnþr is the time to
leave state I2. Tl þ Tn þ Tl þ Tnþr is the time for a
host to go from state S0 to either state ‘escape’ or S2.
Thus, we multiply the expression by the probability
our hosts ends up in state ‘escape’ rather than state
S2: r/(rþn). We assume that these exponential
random variables are independent; so the density of
their sum is given by convolutions:

ft ¼
r

rþ n
ð fTnþr�ð fTl

�ð fTn
�fTl
ÞÞÞ ðB 2Þ

¼ l2nr

l� n

e�nt � e�ðnþrÞt

rðl� nÞ � e�lt � e�ðnþrÞt

ðl� nÞðnþ r� lÞ

�

� te�lt

nþ r� l
þ e�lt � e�ðnþrÞt

ðnþ r� lÞ2

)
; ðB 3Þ

where * denotes convolution. In this Markov chain
model, there is always a chance that a host does not
produce a new antigenic variant. This event corre-
sponds to a mass of n=ðrþ lÞ at infinity for ft, which
is not shown in figure 4c.

To extend this result to the population level, we
assume that there is a fixed population of size N of
hosts, and that individuals produce new antigenic
variants independently. We also assume that for
each new antigenic variant that is produced, it is
transmitted through the population with probability
u. Thus, the emergence time of an antigenic variant
that avoids stochastic extinction has the same distri-
bution as the minimum of N independently and
identically distributed random variables with density
uft [34]:

NuftðtÞð1� uFtðtÞÞN�1; ðB 4Þ

where Ft(t) is the cumulative density function of
ft(t). This is shown in figure 4c (solid line).
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